
Cloud
Computing

Operate your IT infrastructure on the secure 
Interlinked Cloud, and access your business 24/7 
from anywhere in the world.

Our tailored services and enterprise-grade cloud 
infrastructure ensure that your priceless business data 
is kept safe, secure, and backed-up. Your team will 
also enjoy extra convenience and flexibility with 
everywhere access at any time.

The Interlinked Cloud also offers you the opportunity to 
take advantage of IT as a "utility". You only need to pay 
for what you use, removing the burden of expensive 
upfront investments and costs of managing and 
maintaining IT infrastructure.

Let us assist you with a customised cloud computing 
strategy that will work best with your organisation.

About our
cloud solutions

Cost savings by only paying for what is needed 
rather than investing capex into infrastructure

Benefits of our services
to your business

Host your important business data on 
our secure enterprise-grade servers - 
you can choose to manage your own 

server or have Interlinked do it for you.

Cloud Servers

Predictable monthly billing model

Scalability allows for business agility and 
seamless growth 

Increased efficiency by freeing up resources to 
focus on business activities

All data housed securely in local data centres 
within Sydney with 99.9% network performance

Utilise the latest technology in familiar working 
environments

Avoid costly desktop deployments, 
software installation, and backups. Host 

your desktop in the Interlinked Cloud, 
login from anywhere, and start working.

Remote Desktop

Access and use both off the shelf or 
tailored applications hosted securely in 

the Interlinked Cloud through any device 
with an internet connection.

Application Hosting

Emails and calendar invites are synced 
across all connected devices with our 

hosted email solutions, so your team can 
communicate from anywhere any time!

Email Solutions

We provide your mobile employees the 
tools they need to handle critical tasks 
securely and make informed business 

decisions in real time.

Enterprise Mobility

Interlinked’s secure Cloud infrastructure 
allows you to deploy customised 

business solutions as you require them, 
efficiently, effectively and hassle-free!

Other Cloud Services

Scope of our services
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